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Here we are, another clever basic design! Not only ground units, but this layout design proved to be the best defense strategy when it comes to both ground and air units! With traps, walls, and defense buildings placed in the best position you can be, this defense strategy will never let you master it down! Clash of Clans TH6 War Base
Copy Link Anti Giant Healer protects against: Giant-wiz combo, Giant-archer combo, loon attack, giant-healer-wiz attacks, and other smaller/agricultural attack strategies. 2 days ago283 Views87 Down4 Likes1 ! Here we are, another clever basic design! Not only ground units, but this layout design proved to be the best defense strategy
when it comes to both ground and air units! With traps, walls, and defense buildings placed in the best position you can be, this defense strategy will never let you master it down! Clash of Clans TH6 War Base Copy Link Anti Giant Healer protects against: Giant-wiz combo, Giant-archer combo, loon attack, giant-healer-wiz attacks, and
other smaller/agricultural attack strategies. 2 days ago283 Views87 Down4 Likes1 ! Here we are, another clever basic design! Not only ground units, but this layout design proved to be the best defense strategy when it comes to both ground and air units! With traps, walls, and defense buildings placed in the best position you can be, this
defense strategy will never let you master it down! Clash of Clans TH6 War Base Copy Link Anti Giant Healer protects against: Giant-wiz combo, Giant-archer combo, loon attack, giant-healer-wiz attacks, and other smaller/agricultural attack strategies. Want to know where to find the best City Hall 6 war bases? Well, you're in the right
place. You can find 10+ best th6 war bases with link and video replays, so you don't get your time wasted watching Youtube videos and thinking about what fund to apply! These bases are all well-built defense bases. where you can find the incredible location of the defense buildings. All the bases I shared below are tried and tested, and I
also left some videos in the end that will further help you decide what base to choose and what not to do. These bases are specifically designed for wars and will work best against the troops with a th6 clasher or lower. It really takes a lot of time if you have to make every effort yourself and then try to test every base yourself, so this is the
best way you can get any base here. Thank you later Best Th6 War BaseBase 3 4 action=OpenLayout&amp;id=TH6%3AWB%3AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFnVPuI19b73z3uEyx7ncUBase 5 7 8 VhMV4qMlU Base 9 10 &amp;id=TH6 %3AWB%3AAAAAAOAAAAAAAAAAAAAFnVjWCeZ3hetzwd3hXFeRUBase 11
AAFnVlYLq4GriY8ilV9yCKmbBase12 are some videos about replaying the attack that will further help you decide which base to keep and prefer. ConclusionI hope you liked the bases and got the idea of some really great war bases th6. In case you are looking for several types of bases town hall 6, do not consider these posts. You can
download clash of clans from here. Best Th6 War BaseBest Th6 Trophy BaseBest Th6 Hybrid BaseBest Th6 Farming Base Layout Town hall 6 base, like other Clash of clans layouts, has its own characteristics, knowledge of which, will help you correctly choose the alignment of the town hall 6 base, both clan wars, and economy
conservation resources. It's no secret that the correctly selected base th6 of the game saves you a lot of energy to develop. Further... CONTENT: 755 Downloads 283 Downloads 312 Downloads 116 Downloads 404 Downloads 369 Downloads 505 Downloads 1509 Downloads 1109 Downloads 134 Downloads 283 Downloads 168
Downloads 168 Downloads 1920 Downloads 428 Downloads 200 Downloads 125 Downloads 278 Downloads 140 Downloads 247 Downloads 119 DownloadsIf moving to Town Hall 6 level 7, the army significantly improves strength and quantity. при чтом макет базы th6 становится доволاно легкоا добызеا для армии th7. Thus, the
layout of th6 base will be quite easy prey for the th7 army. Therefore, it is necessary to focus on the proper construction of the defense base to protect the resources. We tried to choose the most popular th6 for you and keep expanding the gallery measures. At the same time, you can easily change the assignment of the agreement,
rearrange the buildings and traps, and change them in places. Tips and recommendations for choosing th6The town hall 6. You'd better take your place as a repository of resources. If you are actively holding and trophies are not so important to you, then the Town Hall can also be moved to the edge of the village. Resource containers
should be evenly distributed across the floor area (closer to the center), with a wall as much as possible. Buildings that are not protected Should be placed near the fence, the radius of the protection area, it will significantly impede the destruction of the village. When designing the th6 layout, do not allow holes, otherwise the enemy's
troops can be planted inside the village. Do not forget to properly set traps. Springs placed directly between protective structures are more likely to work and have more advantages accordingly. When combining the springs with traps of bombs, you must first place the springs in the trap and after them bombs. Thus, you can improve the
effectiveness of protecting your base Wounded wars without the same damage as perfectly healthy, so bombs must be grouped into the immediate destruction of weak troops. Follow the recommendations above, this will help you avoid obvious mistakes and contribute to the effective development of your account in the 6th The town hall
fence must be protected and be in a place where the enemy can destroy and collect 50% of the destruction, you will get a very decent time shield and the resources will be longer for safety. NoELEMENT BASE TH6NAMENUMBERlvl.1.Town Hall162.Clan Castle133.Laboratory144.Builder Hut4-5-5.Army Camp366.Elixir
Collector6107.Gold Mine6108 .Elixir Storage2109.Gold Storage21010.Spell Factory1211.Barracks3812.Mortar2413.Wizard Tower2314.Archer Tower 3715.Cannon3716.Air Defense2 417.Air Bomb2220.Giant Bomb2221.Spring Trap4122.Bomb43Personages COC Town Hall 6NoTROOPSmax
lvl.1.Barbarian32.Archer33.Giant34.Goblin35.Wall Breaker36.Balloon37.Wizard38.Healer19.Lightning Spell410.Healing Spell3 You can find the best th6 war fund link clash clans? Here you get an anti 3 star war base with a copy link to city hall 6.All bases are tested for clan war and all bases are brand new, so players have no idea how to
make a 3 star on these bases. Below are some of the best bases th6.clash with the clans th6 war baseA war base to protect city hall is very important, so do not get 2 stars or 3 stars. All bases are anti 2 stars or anti 3 stars. So i have made a perfect base for your clan war which will help you in war.best th6 war basesth 6 war base linkThis
th6 basic layout is a ring base. If the player does a huge attack you can go around skipping the town hall. The point is that the town hall is well protected with defense builders such as the archery tower, cannon cart, wizard tower, etc. Anti balloon TH6 BASE COPYLINKIf you're wondering what makes your base anti balloon? Anti Balloons
are those bases where air defenses are held in the middle of the base and which are no closer together. The anti balloon bases air sweeper is the most important. That's why I made sure all the bases worked well against the air troops. Here are some bases with a copy link to th6. This base has a number of which makes this base very
difficult for 3 stars. Air sweeper protect both air defense and top wizard from no more damage balloon. Here's another anti loon base. ANTI GROUND TROOPS BASEA ground troops contain a huge healer, giant wizard, giant wizard healer (giwihe). These are the most common ground attacks, so I have kept the mind that i have to have
anti bases for these strategies. So below is the anti giant, healer, wizard, pig, base.th6 baseIf the clan is active and donates to the clan castle, then this base is best for you. The clan castle can be wizard or witches or baby dragon. CC is held in the middle, so it will be difficult to lure the CC teams. Try this base and let me know in comment
box.town hall 6 war baseThe above bases are tested for clan war and tested against max th6 troops. Give a try and all the basic links are working. FAQhHow do I copy TH6 bases? You can copy base I click on the button and it redirects you to clash with clans. What can I use to attack TH6 in war? The best attack strategy for th6 giants
wizards is to heal speel. Here's what you can take in the war. Giants -15Wizards-6Archers-32Wallbreakers-2Spell-Healing(Number 2) Clash of Clans Best Town Hall 6 Clan War Bases. Hey, I hope everyone's okay, so today we'll show you the best tug room 6 clan war base. The best TH6 War Base Best TH6 Base Layouts 2019 Before
we begin, I would like to offer an additional suggestion if you decide to resort to an online basic design that is sometimes very hot and people will learn how to handle and conquer them. It always helps to take them in just a little bit. Town Hall 6 war base City Hall 6 War Base Layouts This th6 War Base features great intersections. Namely,
the design of the surface makes it difficult to funnel teams into the interior and observe teams walking around the outside a lot. Clash of clans th6 war base City Hall 6 War Base: A wonderful method to prepare strikes can not be the design of together islands that are outside, as well as the running road between the round of the center.
Many strikes neglect this particular setting. Anti Everything TH6 War Base Clash of Clans Town Hall 6 War Base Designs 2019 This bottom has a ring around the center to protect the Dark Elixir along with side decorations. Anti Giant Healing TH6 War Base Town-Hall 6 War Base: in case you want to prevent Hog Riders from devastating
your warfare base I will advise you on this design. it's probably the strangest war base I've seen so much, and it's working much better than expected. Even Archer Towers is hard to crack, and the widespread design makes it almost impossible for his troops to experience the entire base accurately. clash of clans town hall 6 war base 6
War Layout: This base is very interesting as includes an outdoor ring with all open areas, which makes it very difficult for teams to go from the city centre with the Black Elixir to the town hall (the whole double wall coating). Level 6 town hall war base 2019 City Hall 6 War Base: it's actually a classic Anti 3 star war base that uses large
segments and a Tesla Farm on the outside. I've seen amazing links to the base so much and I recommend it. This base has lent me some amazing defensive wins recently upwards in the Titan League, which is why I could recommend it. Furthermore, you can fine protect your Dark Elixir. Epic Town Hall 6 war base anti everything from
this base to the best of the war, namely the Dark Elixir. It's pretty tricky to funnel teams into the middle area and never have them play around in the bottom. coc th6 war base 2019 Town-town 6 War Base: Initially I assumed this base could be simple on the ring base, but it works much easier than I thought. The ring works as a great
defense for your heart, and even if your soldiers breakthrough they can face a pile of traps. Check out the best th6 farm base designs here. Here.
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